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What is Clearview? Clearview’s mission is
to drastically reduce crime, fraud and
risk in order to make communities
safer and commerce secure.

Clearview provides law enforcement a
revolutionary facial search engine. From a
single image it can instantly and
accurately return photos matching that
face from the Internet and other publicly
available sources.
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The ACLU ran its test using Rekognition’s 80% ‘default’ confidence setting.
(The program advises setting the confidence interval at 95% for law
enforcement applications.) Even so, the test was highly publicized and might
serve to give the general impression that facial recognition technology is
inaccurate and/or biased.

Accuracy Test Report
In October 2019, the undersigned Panel conducted an independent accuracy test of Clearview AI...For the
purposes of this analysis, the Panel used the same basic methodology used by the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) in its July 2018 accuracy test of Amazon’s Rekognition technology.
The ACLU’s approach entailed comparing photographs of all 535 members of the U.S. House of Representatives
and Senate against a database of 25,000 arrest photos. The test resulted in 28 members of Congress being
incorrectly matched to arrestees from the photo database.
With those important concerns in mind, the Panel conducted the same test of Clearview. Along with analyzing
all 535 members of Congress, the Panel also analyzed all 119 members of the California State Legislature and
180 members of the Texas State Legislature, for good measure.
The test compared the headshots from all three legislative bodies against Clearview’s proprietary database of
2.8 billion images (112,000 times the size of the database used by the ACLU). The Panel determined that
Clearview rated 100% accurate, producing instant and accurate matches for every one of the 834 federal and
state legislators in the test cohort.

• Judge Lippman served as Chief Judge of the State of New York from 2009 to 2015….
• Nicholas Cassimatis is former Chief of Samsung's North American AI Research
• Aaron Renn is a Senior Fellow at the Manhattan Institute

In late 2018, the Clearview team
began testing its technology’s
capability to solve crimes by
scanning images pulled from news
reports about persons of interest.

On September 24, 2018, The Gothamist published a photo of a m a n
w h o assaulted two individuals outside a bar in Brooklyn, NY.

Using Clearview, w e instantly
identified t h e assailant a n d sent t h e
t i p t o t h e police, w h o co n fi r m e d
his identity.
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Clearview begins to launch pilot
programs with law enforcement.
Detectives begin breaking unsolved cases
involving pedophiles, credit-card fraud,
sexual harassment, ATM theft and hatecrimes.
Here are some of their stories…
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NYC Bomb Scare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqA9cCpJUO4
Click here
to see News Coverage

Financial Fraud
Vineland Police:
Fraud suspect pretended to be car salesman

VINELAND – Police announced the arrest of a man who allegedly committed fraud by selling
rented cars as his own. James Mero was arrested on Nov. 15. At the time of his arrest,
according to reports, he was found in possession of numerous documents that lead
investigators to believe there are additional victims in the South Jersey area…Mero would
rent vehicles from a local car rental agency and attempt to sell them to residents, accepting
down payments and deposits from the victims. Mero also allegedly took potential victims to
car dealerships after hours on Sundays, claiming to be a salesperson.

Det. Sgt. Robert Powell
Raleigh Police Department
Financial Crimes Unit

Felony charges include:
• Obtaining Property by
False Pretense
• Credit Card Theft
• Identity Theft
• Second Degree Sex
Exploitation of Minor x 12

James Mero was identified using Clearview when a BOLO was disseminated using a
photo from one of the victims. Mero had been released from federal prison in
November 2018, serving time for fraud, and made his way to Raleigh. Total Loss
Exposure was $191,536.46 with 15 known victims. On June 3, 2019, US Marshal TFO
Brian Lindsey and the US Marshals located and arrested James Mero in Henderson,
NC. Mero was wanted on an outstanding federal probation warrant and several
financial crimes warrants. The interview with Mero also elicited incriminating
statements as well as his consent to examine his cell phone. Initial review of the cell
phone found not only incriminating information to his fraudulent activity but child
pornography.
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Child Exploitation
XXXXXXXX Wanted for Alleged Lewd Acts Upon a Child.

According to detectives, XXXX is alleged to have repeatedly molested a 10-year-old boy in the
LaJolla area of San Diego, California. It is alleged that the crimes occurred between 1992 and
1993 after XXX befriended the boy’s single mother and often babysat the boy. A state arrest
warrant was issue on November 1, 1993 charging XXX with 14 counts of lewd acts upon a child.
He was subsequently charged with Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution in a federal warrant.
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Mailbox Theft
Mail theft is a big problem in the Atlanta area. Detective Scott Harrell received a request for assistance in
identifying a mailbox theft suspect. One potential victim, in a heavily hit area, installed a camera in his mailbox.
When the suspect opened the mailbox, he did not get out of the car to retrieve the mail but just leaned into the
mailbox. This allowed the camera to capture a full frontal facial image. The detective ran the image through
Clearview. This produced positive identification based on definitive tattoos on the suspect’s shoulder. Clearview
returned a 10 year old mugshot and social media photos that corroborated the other evidence on file.
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Crimes Against Children

Las Vegas, Nevada – A federal Child Exploitation
Investigations Unit had been investigating a major child
pornography/exploitation case in Las Vegas. They were
reviewing a series of 14 photographs. Two photos
included the image of a John Doe in the background.
Agents searched the face against available criminal
databases and found nothing. A subsequent search of
the image through Clearview enabled the investigators
to quickly identify the man. This was a major break in
this case.
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Crimes Against Children
Birmingham, Alabama – the images below were used in identifying a John Doe
suspect in a child enticement case.
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Grand Theft / Forgery
This female suspect alluded
law enforcement for several
years and was wanted for 17
counts of forgery. Using
Clearview,
the
Sergeant
received intelligence that led
to her identification and the
fact that she was returning
from a trip to the Bahamas
courtesy of the return ticket
she had posted in a photo. The
investigator notified TSA,
customs and the airline. The
suspect was arrested at the
gate. Criminal prosecution is
pending.
Sergeant Balceiro’s unit assists multiple departments with identifying
suspects of crimes ranging from drugs, prostitution and theft. In his words,
“Great product! Every investigator should have this as a tool”. - Sergeant
Juan Balceiro, Crime Suppression Unit, Miami Beach Police Department
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Pedophile
• Law enforcement was
unable to identify this
suspect in a NY child
pedophile investigation.
• Using Clearview, they
matched the facial
image to a tax
professional through a
public website.
• After follow-up
investigation, he was
arrested six days later.
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Deceased John Doe
This John Doe victim was found shot on a sidewalk. The officer used the
Clearview app to receive information leading immediately to his identity.
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Robbery

Jacks Fast Food Robbed by masked gunman. When the suspect was arrested, he was still in
possession of the Regions Bank bag the money was placed in during the robbery.
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